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download.1. Field of the
Invention This invention

relates to paper making. More
particularly, the invention

relates to a system for forming
fine-dispersed papermaking
fibers and, more particularly,

to a system for forming
unique paper fibers that
exhibit a combination of
controlled porosity and

apparent surface area. 2.
Description of the Prior Art In
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papermaking, a papermaking
furnish, generally comprising

cellulosic fibers, fillers,
pigments and other additives

is fed onto a wire-mesh belt to
a form box forming station. In

the form box, a sheet is
formed, and the resulting

sheet is subsequently
transferred to the next process

station. The papermaking
fibers must be made resistant
to rupture, but must also be
sufficiently open to allow

water vapor to escape when
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the paper is wet. The
papermaking fibers also must
be made such that, when the

paper sheet is wet, the
papermaking fibers form

pores or interstices that are
large enough to allow passage
of papermaking liquid into the

paper sheet. When a paper
sheet is formed using

conventional papermaking
fibers, the surface of the paper

sheet generally takes on a
glossy appearance in a dry

state. The appearance of the
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surface is caused by strong
fiber-fiber adhesion that

occurs after sheet formation
and before the paper sheet is

dried. Since the surface is
glossy, when wet, the paper

sheet surfaces appear
somewhat translucent.

Because wetter paper sheets
with less surface gloss are

more desirable for many uses,
especially for printing, a

papermaker strives to produce
wetter sheets. Generally,
wetter sheets are more
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desirable since wetter sheets
have more interior fiber

porosity, which leads to higher
levels of sheet permeability.

The strong fiber-fiber
adhesion that occurs on

conventional papermaking
fibers, however, prevents the

formation of large numbers of
pores within the paper sheet
interior. As a result, these
conventional papermaking
fibers are not capable of

producing high amounts of
sheet permeability. The
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combination of weak fiber-
fiber adhesion and low

porosity is not acceptable for
use in many important end-
uses for paper. For example,
conventional papermaking

fibers are not suitable for use
in paper used for wrapping,

since conventional
papermaking fibers are not

capable of producing enough
fiber adhesion. edd6d56e20
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